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Cheyenne 
Transportation Safety 
Management Plan

2008

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2008, we developed a transportation safety plan for Cheyenne as a step towards creating a culture of safety and reducing crashes in our metropolitan area. At that time we were one of the first MPOs to take the step of developing a Transportation Safety Management Plan.  To refine our focus and identify the best strategies and action steps for improving safety, we adopted a similar approach to the one the Federal government recommended for development of Strategic Highway Safety Plans.  Throughout the development – and now implementation process we actively involved representatives from the 4Es of safety – enforcement, engineering, education, and emergency response. 
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Cheyenne Safety Goal

10 percent reduction in 
fatal/injury crashes from 

2008 to 2020

406 fatal/injury crashes by 2020

451 fatal/injury crashes (2002-2006 average)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The plan established a goal of reducing fatal and injury crashes by 10 percent by 2020 for a total of no more than 406 fatal and injury crashes by that time. The Transportation Safety Advisory Committee, that included professionals and stakeholders from the 4 Es of safety, helped develop this goal for the plan. 
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Cheyenne Transportation Safety Trends
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the trend for safety in the greater Cheyenne area, where we have a population of about 50,000.As you can see here, we had a peak of fatal and injury crashes in 2006. Each year since 2004 we have had between 2 and 7 fatal crashes and the rest are injury crashes.Our safety goals is that this number – the combination of fatal and injury crashes -- get down to 402 by 2020.  In 2007 the number was down to 402 so we exceeded the goal. But safety numbers have a way of bouncing around year to year.  We need to be looking at this as a long-term trend.  Last year we didn’t have a great year.  Our number of fatal and injury crashes is back up.  But we will be looking at the numbers as a rolling average over time.  This just reinvigorates us to continue our work and continue to try to move the needle on safety.
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Implementation:   Emphasis Areas

• Impaired Driving (primarily alcohol)
• Distracted Drivers
• Intersections and Other Hazardous     

Locations
• Occupant Protection
• Older Drivers
• Younger Drivers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So how do we improve safety in Cheyenne, Wyoming?  Our plan looked at the crash data not only in terms of total numbers of fatalities and injuries, but also in terms of  the specific factors involved in crashes. In the AASHTO Strategic Highway Safety Plan: A Comprehensive Plan to Substantially Reduce Vehicle-Related Fatalities and Injuries on the Nation’s Highways, published in 2005, 22 safety emphasis areas were identified on a national level.  The development of emphasis areas represents a new approach to roadway safety by including populations (e.g. older and younger drivers), crash types (e.g. roadway departure crashes, head-on collisions),  infrastructure/hazards (e.g. intersections, tree and utility pole collisions), behavior (e.g. occupant protection, distracted/fatigued, impaired/alcohol), and modes (e.g. pedestrian, bicycle, motorcycle, heavy trucks). At our first TSAC meeting on December 11, 2007 the group reviewed regional data on transportation crashes.  Using Cheyenne’s data on fatal, injury and property damage-only crashes, the TSAC selected six of AASHTO emphasis areas that require the most attention in Cheyenne. In this way we defined six emphasis areas shown here. These were the factors that were primarily involved in the fatal and injury crashes in our community.
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TSMP Implementation FY2009

Law Enforcement Occupant Protection Summit

Intersection Safety Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To implement our safety plan, we have undertaken a number of efforts over the past two years.  Last year, we conducted two programs:First we did a Law Enforcement Occupant Protection SummitWyoming has the lowest safety belt use in the country – 68%, compared to a national average of 84%.  This is partly related to the fact that our state does not have a primary safety belt law.  That means that a vehicle cannot be stopped and the driver cited only for non-use of primary safety belts.  A vehicle must be stopped for another reason first. Therefore enforcement is difficult with a secondary  safety belt law. Officers from Cheyenne PD, Highway Patrol and Sheriff’s Office attended the Summit. Second, we conducted an Intersection safety analysis study to better understand which intersections were in need of safety improvements the most and what kind of improvements would give us the biggest reduction in crashes for the smallest amount of investment.  
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Law Enforcement Occupant Protection Summit

May 13, 2009- before National Mobilization

Goal:  increase enforcement of occupant protection 
statute

Audience:  law enforcement – Cheyenne, Laramie 
County

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the Law Enforcement Summit we presented:Data on deaths of people not wearing a safety beltWYDOT programs and supportData on occupant protection citations in CheyennePresentation from successful Cheyenne PD peer officerDiscussion on barriers to writing citations
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Law Enforcement Occupant Protection Summit 
Results

12 Officers participated

Cheyenne PD issued more than 200 safety belt citations 
from May 14 to July 6, 2009
• Significant increase compared to same period in 2008 (24 

citations)

Generated list of barriers to writing citations to be 
addressed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This effort resulted in eightfold increase in citations in the weeks following the summit.We helped to change the mindset of the officers once they really understood how many people in our community were dying and being injured in crashes because they were not wearing a safety belt. Of course simultaneously we, and other groups in the state, are working to get a primary safety belt law passed. But in the meantime we are working to step us secondary enforcement.

http://www.cheyennecity.org/index.asp?NID=217�
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Intersection Safety Analysis

DiExSys Contracted
• Level of Service of Safety
• Crash Patterns analysis

Reviewed 100 Intersections

Identified 20 Intersections with safety Issues

Report with recommendations for improvements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We contracted with a consultant that does a sophisticated analysis of crash patterns to determine intersections that have a statistically higher incidence of certain types of crashes.   This has provided us with a list of recommendations for improvements. The City’s engineering department is prioritizing in particular the low-cost improvements that were identified, such as striping and signing.
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TSMP Implementation
FY2010

A Emphasis Area Teams
• Convene  3 Team Meetings

Analyze data by emphasis area

Develop Action Plans

Implement Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This past year we have been working with six emphasis area teams to develop strategies around the specific safety factors.   We have periodic group meetings with individuals who have special expertise in each area to review the data and develop strategies that we can implement in our community. We try to meet at least twice a year and often work closely with each group on specific projects that get funded through our office and WYDOT.
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WYDOT Safety Grants
FY2010

Safety Legislative Briefing
• February 19, 2010

Occupant Protection Enforcement 
Campaign
• Battle of the Belts – May 2010

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year we took on two major efforts in addition to ongoing implementation of smaller efforts by the emphasis area teams. 



Safety Legislative Briefing
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Emcee Bob Fecht, Former Cheyenne 
Police Chief, Former State 
Senator

Safety Benefits of a Medical Advisory Board Tim Summers, WY AARP

Alternative Transportation to Reduce DUI Sara Nelson, Casper Police 
Department

Economic Benefits of a Primary Safety Belt 
Law

Col. Mark Trostel, EnCana 
Oil and Gas

Briefing of legislators

Materials Distributed to Senate and House 
transportation committees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the safety legislative briefing conducted last January we gave an overview briefing on safety in Wyoming and highlighted three key areas:Medical Advisory Boards, which are helpful with helping the department of motor vehicles make decisions on fitness to drive related to medical conditions.  WY does not have an MAB but we wanted to raise this optionAlternative transportation to reduce DUI. In a smaller community like ours where the transit service does not operate until the late hours, we wanted to promote potential consideration of new methods for setting up taxi rides potentially funded by fines for those receiving DUI citationsWe also addressed the issue of primary safety belt use, which I discussed earlier.



Branding
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the safety briefing materials preparation we developed a Cheyenne safety logo.  We purposely did not integrate the MPO’s logo into it so that we could use it for a wide range of activities in the community and all the safety stakeholders could have ownership  of the safety initiative.  We are using this logo on all our safety materials moving forward.



Battle of the Belts
3 Cheyenne High Schools

Safety Belt Surveys - Before
• 31%, 55%, 58% use rates

Kick-off - Alive at 25 Assemblies 

Reward good behavior
• T-shirts 
• U WY cultural event tickets

• iPod shuffle – WyHy Federal Credit Union
• iTunes music downloads
• Coke/Pepsi
• WYDOT safety  giveaways13

These presentations are 
fantastic. It's changed my 
life so I can't wait to see 
the effect it has on others 
in the community!

– Kelsey, Cheyenne high 
school student

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our most exciting event of 2010 was held this past May.  We held a safety belt use competition among our three high schools.  We conducted seat belt surveys before the competition – as you can see rates were quite low, ranging from 31 to 58 percentWe worked with the principals and students and funders to identify prizes that  would motivate students to change behavior.



Reward Good Behavior
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High school resource officer identified students who were 
wearing belts during Battle of the Belts week

Principals delivered prizes in school

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students competed to design a T-shirt for this event that would be one of the prizes. The program ran for a week – school resource officers identified students each morning that were wearing their safety belt and provided a list to the principal.  That day the principal delivered a package of prizes to those 10 or 20 students identified. The package of prizes were sponsored through several different organizations and helped get the message out to the students. For eg. – T-shirts were designed specifically to get the message out
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Communications at Schools - Posters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used posters developed by NHTSA and customized them  with our safety logo. Students put them around their schools to motivate use of safety belts.



Results

School with greatest improvement 
in belt use received cash prize 
presented by Mayor  and chief of 
police 
• Central High School
• Increase of 15% to 70% belt use

Two other schools recognized for 
their improvement

Media coverage
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All three schools showed improvement.The best school increased safety belt use by 15% and won the $2000 prize. Our Mayor as well as Police Chief were very supportive and participated as much as they could given their busy schedules



The Smaller Stuff is Important Too

Smaller initiatives by emphasis 
area teams are ongoing

Fact Sheets for Law 
Enforcement
• Need to ticket older drivers
• Need to enforce safety belt law

17

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I also wanted to mention that in  addition to the more major projects, the emphasis area teams have been conducting some other ongoing strategies, such as communications with law enforcement on why it’s important to  give citations to older drivers, not just warnings, to make sure their driving record is accurate.All the efforts I have presented have been funded through a combination of the MPO’s funds and Wyoming DOT grants. We have developed a very good relationship with our highway safety office at WYDOT and just received our third round of grants for FY11



TSMP Implementation - 2011

• Older Transit Users Buddy Program
• Alternative Transportation to Prevent DUI
• Outreach to High School Students and Business 

Community on Distracted Driving
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are just beginning to work on implementing these efforts for the upcoming year.  We are going to conduct some education and training of older people on  how to use transit in Cheyenne. This will complement the installation of 50 new bus shelters in Cheyenne over the next year with stimulus funds. So the transit system is getting easier to use.We also are working with the Cheyenne PD to develop a new alternative transportation program for nights, weekends, holidays and the MPO will help with  marketing th at program once it’s established We are going to be working with our Chamber of Commerce to distribute an information campaign on distracted driving to the business community in Cheyenne.We are determined to work hard to get those numbers of fatal and injury crashes down and continue to develop a culture of safety where everyone treats driving as a privilege and respects the others in our community.



Older Transit Users Buddy Program

Over 40 seniors 
participated in 3 
separate events

Extensive overview of 
the Cheyenne Transit 
Program

More than 75% of the 
participating seniors 
said they would 
consider using transit 
in the future
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We completed 3 separate training sessions for seniors in the months of April, May and June. Over 40 seniors from the Cheyenne area attended. Most of them still drive. Our objective was to reach out to these seniors who are still driving but do not want to anymore for various reasons. They would like to use the transit system but are hesitant because they not know how to use the system. The Cheyenne Transit Department teamed up with the MPO and the Older Driver Emphasis Team to provide the seniors a detailed overview of the Transit System. The seniors also rode the bus and learnt how to change routes at the transfer station. The events were a big success with several requests to continue this initiative on an ongoing basis in the future.



Outreach to High School Students and 
Business Community on Distracted Driving
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bumper Stickers tailored to the issue of distracted driving in Cheyenne was distributed to the Cheyenne High School students via the Home Room classesThe MPO also coordinated with the Cheyenne Chamber of Commerce to distribute information on distracted driving to over 800 businesses and agencies operating in the Cheyenne areaThe MPO continues to meet with Emphasis Area Teams to brainstorm safety projects and pursues grant opportunity through the WYDOT Highway Safety Office which enables us to work on these innovative projects every year. 



Tom Mason

Executive Director

Cheyenne MPO

307-637-6299

tmason@cheyennecity.org
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have a webpage with detailed information on our safety projects. Please visit http://www.plancheyenne.org/SafetyManagementPlan.htmlThank you and I will be happy to answer any questions now. 

mailto:tmason@cheyennecity.org�
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